Brian Hyland LP and singles

763 Hyland, Brian
763 The Joker Went Wild/I Can Hear the Rain Philips 40377 (US) 1966
Leon has arranged and co-produced (with Snuff Garrett) both sides. There is no audible piano on 1.
Nice grandiose piano intro on "I can hear the Rain".
I don’t think Leon had anything to do with Hyland before 1966.

666 Hyland, Brian
666 The Joker Went Wild/
666 (Mr. Success by Bobby Harris)
666 Underground Rec. URC-1028 (CAN)

654 Hyland, Brian
654 Run Run Look And See/Why did You Do it Philips 400405 (US) 1966

Promotional copy

801 Hyland, Brian Holidays for Clowns/Yesterday I had a Girl Philips 40444 (US) 1966

No audible piano on 2, but a fine harpsichord on 1. It could be Leon!? The track is written by Sonny Curtis and Glen D. Hardin both members of The Crickets.

Steve Todorof: Leon was finished with Hyland by 1967 and most likely it was Glen D on harpsichord. He took over many of Leon’s old gigs after he moved on. Also at this point Leon was doing mostly arranging and very few sessions, with the exception of his own.